To

Chief Executive Officer
Central Electricity Supply Utility of Orissa (CESU)
2nd Floor, IDCO Tower,
Janpath,
Bhubaneswar-751022

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 12 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects up to the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To

Secretary (Power),
Chief Secretary,
Govt. of Puducherry
Goubert Avenue,
Puducherry-605001

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 1 town under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To

Chairman and Managing Director
Meghalaya Power Distribution Corporation Ltd. (MePDCL)
Lum Jingshai, Short Round Road,
Shillong – 793 001.

Sub : Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 9 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
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To

Chairman and Managing Director,
West Bengal State Elecy Dstbn. Co. Ltd.
Vidyut Bhavan 7th Floor, A-Block,
Salt Lake City,
Kolkata-700091.

Sub : Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 4 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects up to the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To

Managing Director
Uttarakhand Power Corporation Nigam,
Urja Bhawan, Kanwali Road,
Dehradun- 248 001.

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 1 town under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects up to the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To

Secretary (Power)
Power & Electricity Deptt.
Govt. of Mizoram,
New Secretariat,
Aizwal, Mizoram-796001

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 9 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To

Managing Director
Dakshinanchal Vidyut Vitrta Nigam Ltd.
220 K.V. Vidyut Sub Station
Mathura Agra By Pass Road,
Sikandra, AGRA-282 007.

Sub : Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 2 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
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To

Managing Director
Purvanchal Vidyut Vitrans Nigam Ltd.
Hydel Colony, Bhikari Pur, Post DLW,
Varanasi-221 004.

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 4 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To
Managing Director
Madhyanchal Vidyut Vitaran Nigam Ltd.
4-A, Gokhle Marg,
Lucknow – 226 001.

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 8 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To
Managing Director
Paschimanchal Vidyut Vitran Nigam Ltd.
Victoria Park
Meerut – 250 001.

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 1 town under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Altarnately, you are requested to short-close these projects up to the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
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To
Chairman cum Managing Director,
Tripura State Elecy Corporation Ltd.
Vidyut Bhawan, North Banamalipur,
Agartala-799001, Tripura

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 1 town under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To

Chairman & Managing Director
Tamil Nadu Generation & Distribution Corporation (TANGEDCO)
N.P.K.R.R, Maalgai
800 Electricity Avenue, Anna Salai,
Chennai – 600 002.

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 9 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To

Managing Director
Ajmer Vidyut Vitrut Nigam Ltd.
Vidyut Bhawan, Panacheel,
Makarwali Road, Ajmer

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 6 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To
Managing Director,
Jodhpur Vidyut Vitan Nigam Ltd.,
New Power House, Industrial Area
Jodhpur – 342 003.

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Madam,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 11 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
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To
Managing Director
Jaipur Vidyut Vitaran Nigam Ltd.
Vidyut Bhawan, Janpath, Jyoti Nagar, Jyoti Marg,
Jaipur - 302 005.

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 3 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To

Chairman & Mg. Director
Punjab State Power Corporation Limited
PSEB Head Office,
The Mail, Patiala-147001

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 30 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To

Chairman & Managing Director
Maharashtra State Electricity Dist. Co. Ltd.
6th floor, Prakashgadh, Plot No. G9
Station Road, Bandra (E)
Mumbai-400 051.

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 1 town under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternatively, you are requested to short-close these projects up to the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To
Managing Director
M.P. Machhya Kshetra Vidyut Vitran Co. Ltd.,
Bijli Nagar Colony, Govindpura,
Bhopal – 462 023.

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 2 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To

Managing Director
M.P. Paschim Kshetra Vitrans Co. Ltd., Polo Grounds, Indore – 452 003.

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 2 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects up to the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To
Managing Director
M.P. Purvi Kshetra Vidyut Vitran Co. Ltd.,
Shakti Bhawan,
Vidyut Nagar,
Jabalpur – 482 008.

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 1 town under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To

Chairman and Mg. Director
Kerala State Electricity Board Ltd.,
Vaidyuthi Bhavanam
P.B. No. 5048 Pattom
Thiruvananthapuram – 695 004

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 5 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To

Managing Director
Jharkhand Bijli Vitran Nigam Ltd.,
HEC Engineering Building,
P.O. DHURWA, Ranchi
Jharkhand – 834 004.

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 30 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To
Commissioner/Secretary (Power)
Power Development Deptt.
Government of J&K
Civil Secretariat,
Jammu-180001.

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 30 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
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To

Managing Director
Himachal Pradesh State Elecy Board Ltd.,
Vidyut Bhawan,
Shimla-171004.

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 8 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To
Managing Director
Dakshin Gujarat Vij Company Ltd.
Nana Varachha Road,
Near Gajjar Petrol Pump,
Kapodara, Surat-395006.

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Madam,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 1 town under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To
Managing Director,
Uttar Gujarat Vij Company Ltd.
Vishnagar Road,
Mehsana-384001 (Gujarat)

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 1 town under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects up to the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To
Managing Director
Paschim Gujarat Vij Co. Ltd.
Nana Mava Main Road,
Laxminagar, Rajkot-360004.

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 3 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
No.02:10:IPDS:III:2018:Utilities 54204  7 FEB 2018

To
Managing Director
Chhattisgarh State Power Distribution Co. Ltd.
Danganiya, P.O. Sunder Nagar
Raipur-492013

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 2 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternatively, you are requested to short-close these projects up to the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To

Managing Director,
South Bihar Power Distribution Company Ltd.
Vidyut Bhawan, Bailey Road
Patna-800 021

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 22 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To

Managing Director
Assam Power Distribution Co. Ltd.
Bijuli Bhawan
IV Floor, Paltan Bazar
Guwahati-781 001.

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sir,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 2 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)
To
Chairman & Managing Director
AP Southern Power Dist. Co. Ltd.
Srinivasa Kalyana Mandampam Backside,
Tiruchanoor Road, Kesavayana Gunta,
Thirupathi – 517 501

Sub: Completion/closure of R-APDRP Part B Projects

Sirs,

As you are kindly aware that Government of India has decided financial sunset by FY 2021-22 and hence there shall be no financial commitments from Govt. of India for conversion of Part-B loan into grant beyond FY 2021-22 under RAPDRP. Also, Monitoring Committee in its 10th Meeting held on 13.06.2017 advised to ensure completion of all Part-B projects/towns by 31.03.2018.

In view of above, you are requested to expedite completion of balance 3 towns under Part B of RAPDRP in your Discom and share with us latest by 28.02.2018. Closure Reports with final claims may follow within a reasonable time. Alternately, you are requested to short-close these projects upto the amount utilised so far and submit closure of these projects, not later than 15.03.2018 in order to get benefit of Part B loan conversion for next few years.

This issue may kindly be treated as most urgent.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(D Ravi)
Director (Commercial)